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B&MRMHS CALENDAR 
Meetings commence at 3:30 pm on the second Saturday at Boott Mill unless otherwise indicated 

NOVEMBER 8 Join B&MRRHS Historian Russ Monroe as he takes us on a photographic tour of the B&M. 
DECEMBER 9 Member's night. Bring slides, video. 
JANUARY 10 Buddy Winiarz projecting some Don Robinson slides. 
FEBRUARY 14 Justin Winiarz, "Railroading in the "Summer of 2003" of New England, Ohio, ILL. and 

NY. 
MARCH 13 
JULY 
AUGUST 

Gary Webster comes back with more B&M railroading. 
No meeting, Lowell Folk Festival 
No Meeting Vacation. 

ELECTION RESULTS ON PG. 8 
DIRECTIONS TO THE LOWELL MEETING PLACE 

At the traffic light near the Mogan Center, take a right or left depending on which way you come down French St., go past 
the little guard shack (Parking lot is on right-Boarding House Park is to the left), Walk over the trolley tracks and bridge, 
into the courtyard, bear to the right and go to the end. The doorway will be lighted. Also look for signs. 
VISITORS MUST PARK IN THE LOT ON FRENCH STREET-NO PARKING IS ALLOWED IN THE COURTYARD. 

NEXT ISSUE 
The deadline for the Jan-Feb 
Newsletter is November 29th. Please 
send all items to the Newsletter 
address or E-mail. News items, 
especially local items not likely to 
be reported in Boston, will be greatly 
appreciated. 
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with the Board of Directors, Archives, Historian, or Bulletin. 
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• All renewing members are provided a 
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containing your membership data on the 
flap. 

Please DO NOT over tape the flap. 
• Write any address changes on an 
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• If you do not get society publications after 
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Equipment Moves 
Springfield Terminal SW-9 #1424 (ex-B&M 1229, built in 

May 1953), the last switcher-style diesel of Guilford ownership, 
sold to LTEX (Larry's Truck and Electric, McDonald, OH) in 
early July. The unit had roller bearing trucks installed before 
beginning its journey 

The 470 The 470 Railroad Club 
Another Unit Retired. 

According to The 470 newsletter, GP 40 #339 has been 'white 
lined' (retired). This unit was exCR #3232; nee PC #3232, 
leased 7/84. Purchased ?. Repainted Guilford Rail System L/98. 

Depot Park Listed on the Register of Historic 
Places 

The Bedford (MA) Depot Park has been designated a historic 
district by the federal government and placed on the National 
Register of Historic Places. Congratulations BDP. 

HANGE 
should live somewhere other than where the railroad is built. What 
part of that defies common sense? If I were Guilford, I would 
thumb my nose at the town offals and bring suit against the parties 
that illegally boarded the equipment on private railroad property. 

This scenario is being played out all over America, which 
illustrates that the Northeast isn't the only region where stupid 
people make poor housing choices and even dumber town offals 
listen to them, and take action solely for the purpose of reelection. 
In 1998, a California couple sued Union Pacific for violating a 
local noise and ftimes ordinance. The homeowners wanted 
restitution for emotional stress. I'd like to draft these people into 
the Iraq warfront, where they could experience the full impact of 
emotional stress, but then, people this ignorant could not possibly 
be permitted to stay in the military. 

As reported in last month's issue, Guilford will be constructing 
a siding in an isolated area near the western edge of its old 
Mechanicville yard. Is my thinking deranged, or would you agree 
that if the town wants to have the trains idle somewhere else, they 
should foot the bill? Fat chance, eh? 

Bridge Line Historical Society's BULLETIN 

Flying Yankee Activity 
Work to restore the three-piece stainless-steel Flying Yankee 

Trainset to operation standards of today continues in Claremont, 
NH. Recent progress includes: A-Section - Fabrication and 
installation of hardware for 10 doors and two traps. Installation 
of cab glass, repairs to siding on the engineer's side of the 
trainset,, the right baggage door and both vestibules have been 
made operational. Volunteers have installed the lighting system 
in the baggage section and one of the two remaining windows 
in the passenger section. B-Section - Volunteers cleaned the car 
interior and shampooed the installed carpets, and washed the 
car's exterior in preparation for the monthly "open house'. It 
looks great. 

470 Club Newsletter 

Idle Talk 
This past December 6 was a milestone in railroading. As a 

Guilford engineer and conductor sat in their locomotive awaiting 
a recrew, Saratoga County Sheriff's deputies swept in, Broderick 
Crawford style, and arrested the crew, charging them under a new 
local ordinance prohibiting idling trains. The new local "law", 
passed in June of 2001, prohibits locomotives from idling more 
than five minutes; how unrealistic is that?! The charges were 
dropped when Guilford agreed to keep idling equipment away 
from residential areas. 

The arrest could not hold up in court, as Federal law supersedes 
municipal law. However, the Stillwater Town Lawyer is willing 
to take his case to higher court, under the concept that a runaway 
train is only "one lever pull away". Local officials got their desire: 
attention. In my humble eyes, they brought attention to just how 
idiotic town offals can be. I present my 

basic premise to your scrutiny: the railroaL was there first, and 
was most welcomed when it was built. If you hate railroads, you 

Guilford Rail System Potential 
The GRS has significant potential other than the Maine paper 

mills, according to Malcom Laughlin, editor of New England Rail 
Shippers and Receivers: Southern New England. His comment: 
While Maine paper traffic is trending down, in Massachusetts east 
of Fitchburg, the story is very different. The traffic is mainly 
commodities which are naturally handled by rail, some of which 
have an upward traffic trend, particularly plastics and bulk food 
products. Massachusetts paper products traffic is more related to 
demand for the end products in the Boston area than to the 
problems of the producers. 

From the directory of shippers and receivers, Laughlin 
found east of Fitchburg 65"customer locations on Guilford, in the 
following commodity groups. (This is an industry mix which CSX 
and PW are successfully growing in Connecticut, southeastern 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.) Plastic pellets -12; Food 
products and ingredients - 1 4 ; Building materials - 7; Warehouse 
Transload operations - 6; Paper products - 6; and others made up 
of one each of aerosol propellants, carbon dioxide, clay, chemicals, 
coal, crushed stone, granite, latex, perlite, propane, and scrap metal; 
and three of cement and two each of scrap paper and methanol. 
Two of GRS's largest customers are located at Ayer, the auto ramp 
and the intermodal facility. 

Atlantic Northeast Rails via 470 Club Newsletter 

Goodbye! 
Guilford's last three cabooses, #'s 491,493 and 495, have been 

retired and move to the Plymouth & Lincoln Railroad. SW9 #1424 
was sold to Larry's Truck & Electric in July. This was the last 
switcher on Guilford's rails. The 1424 was B&M #1229 and one 
of the few MU equipped switchers that the B&M owned. It was 
painted into the GRS colors in '96. Prior to moving to LTE, it had 
roller bearing trucks installed. 
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Introuducing a new section of the Newsletter based on dis
cussions by members of the B&M Yahoo site. While some of 
the messages deal with a subject covered in one or two addi
tional messages, there are those discussions that become 
involved and lead from one subject to another. The follow
ing is an example of the information that is passed amongst 
the members of this Yahoo site. If you have access to the 
Internet and have not joined this discussion group consider 
doing so - the Yahoo address is at the end of this section. 

The first Through The Eternet dealt with the Union 
Frt. and coal deliveries near North Station. 

A question on the B&M Yahoo site regarding how coal got to 
the Boston Edison power plant across from No. Station from John 
Alan Roderick evolved into the following discussion between John 
Alan (JAR), James VanBokkelen (JVB), Kevin T. Farrell (KF) 
Dwight Smith (DS) and Bob Warren (BW). 

" The question was asked how the Boston Edison plant got its 
coal. From what the old timers told me there was a track across 
the street into the power plant. Said track was a stub end when I 
worked on the road (in the 50's) and was known as track 26 (of 
No. Station). In the summer time one would find the ice cars stored 
on this track for unloading." BW 

" I remember the track 26 to the power station across Nashua 
Street. Remnants of the track in the street were there for years 
afterwards. Also Track 24 or 25 next to Nashua Street and this 
track was planked over in wood, which always had red milk cars 
sitting there with lots of water dripping from them". KF 

"Bob Warren described a spur off North Station track 26 as the 
coal delivery for the power plant on Minot St. I don't recall this 
personally, but one of the various articles on North Station in either 
the Bulletin or one of Jones' books had a site plan that showed the 
spur diverging, crossing Nashua St. at more or less right angles, 
and going into a building - if it's the one I recall from pictures, it 
was a 1-story brick building with a roll-up door". JVB 

Coincident with the aforementioned discussion was the 
interchange between the Union Freight and the B&M. 

" AFAIK, they never had their own bridge. The track came 
down Causeway St. under the El, turned sharp R into the alley 
between North Station and the Industrial Building and ran up to a 
switch off Track 1 right up by the drawbridges. The curve was 
sharp enough that the reprint of the 1954 Terminal Division Freight 
Train Makeup book says it was limited to 54' cars, but only on the 
rear of the train. 

"I never saw an engine on the track at North Station, but IIRC a 
bakery on North Washington St. just before the bridge had a spur 
in the alley parallel to Causeway St. behind it, and I saw cars 
there into the late '60s at least. I did see engines at their little yard 
down on Atlantic Ave. below Haymarket in the early '60s." JVB 

" JVB's comments about the UF coming onto B&M property 
were correct. If you look at the pictures of the station when it was 
rebuilt (what, back in the 20's or so) there were only 4 draws 
pictured. Tower A controlled the switches near it for the UF while 
at the other end of the interchange tracks, typically the switch 

3 Ethernet 
tender for Yd. 13 was responsible although at times one of the UF 
crew would do the 'honors'." BW 

"I did not realize the UFRR actually crossed the Charles River. 
"Does anyone know of a decent trackage map of this operation? 

I should have thought to download the pdf's of the Sanborn maps 
when that site was available a while back, but was so caught up 
with Somerville, Cambridge (GJRR) and others that I never got 
to it. 

"It must have been Jones' book that showed the spur. I have a 
ca. 1926 photo of the old FRR depot in the process of demolition 
on Causeway Street (purchased from Bob's photo-others on here 
may have the same picture) that shows a line coming alongside 
on the north side. I THINK this may be the UFRR connection 
prior to the advent of 150 Causeway Street." JAR 

" Was the Union Freight's limiting curvature the sharp left turn 
from the alley onto Causeway Street, the piece of trackage that 
caused the design of the Industrial Building to include a ground 
floor cutout to provide railroad clearance?" DS 

"The comment about cars no longer than 54' is interesting. This 
was the time that cars were becoming longer and due to the sharp 
curves where the UF left Causeway St. could cause longer cars to 
derail. Bad enough that cars did derail along Atlantic Ave. from 
time to time. But with the rails more or less being even with the 
roadway, rerailing frogs generally took car of things. But in the 
yards 'blocking' was generally used to rerail a car. Blocking being 
pieces of 2" thick wood about a ft square. The blocking would be 
placed to provide a 'stair step' approach to rerail of the offending 
wheel - when you got that wheel on the rail, the opposing wheel 
would also rise and plop on the rail." BW 

" Refresh my memory, but was there a ramp with rails on it of 
some sort near Alacon Way(?). For whatever reason, I seem to 
recall seeing one there back in the late 60s." JAR 

" I don't know about any ramp used by the UF on any part of 
their line. At No. Station they would make short left across the 
MTA streetcar tracks and then make a right to enter the passageway 
between the Industrial Bldg., etc. The streetcar tracks ran from 
the MTA No. Station terminal (ground level) to Sullivan Sq. At 
the time they were used to move streetcars to the Sullivan Sq. 
shops. If the UF tracks weren't configured as I note, then they 
would not have been able to make the curve between the buildings 
as they exited off Causeway St." BW 

Included in the discussion of the Union Freight and Track 26 
the following comments were offered to the members of the B&M 
Yahoo site. 

"The Stop & Shop bakery was originally Wonder Bread and in 
the summer the workers had the windows on the second floor 
open and you could smell the goodies while riding the El. Flour 
was delivered in covered hoppers (in the 50's) and was unloaded 
over a 'hatch' at street level between the rails so the hoppers had 
to be spotted just right. 

"To get to the bakery on had to go under a corner of the Industrial 
Bldg. (provision was made for this when the building was 
constructed). 

"Also there was a wooden building close to the river which had 
a track that entered it - it was a bonded warehouse. Several times 

Through the Ethernet continued on pg. 5 
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MTA streetcar tracks 

Union Frt. 

Bakery 

Bonded Warehouse 

Ethernet continued from pg. 4 
a year a ship from England would arrive at Hoosac Pier with barrels 
of Scotch. No liquor tax had been paid on this elixir so the barrels 
were placed in the bonded warehouse. As the 'rebottler' needed 
more liquid, the tax would be paid and the appropriate number of 
barrels would be released. Between Hoosac Pier and the warehouse 
not only were there RR seals on the doors but also Fed ATF seals 
and boy, they better not be touched. While the barrels were still in 
Hoosac Pier there are ATF personnel keeping an eye over them -
you couldn't get near them at all. 

"Hard to believe but we'd run the engine right into the warehouse 
as some of the cars had to be spotted at the end of the track. It's a 
wonder that engine exhaust didn't 
burn the place down. The building 
was under ADT security and we'd 
have to call the company in time for 
them to come and unlock and raise 
the door into the building. Some 
time's we had to wait for the agent to 
arrive. These moves were generally 
made in the middle of the night, but 
as far as I know, for no special reason, 
just the way the cars were moved 
from the pier to Yd. 13. 

" I don't know where the scotch 
went after it was released by the ATF, 
I do know some of it left in box cars 
so have to assume it went to rebottlers 
out of the area. It would seem 
reasonable that the rebottler at 
Lechmere Sq. would have used trucks 
to transport the barrels. 

"At the grain warehouse at Hoosac 
Pier we had to use a number of idler 
cars to prevent the engine from 
getting anywhere near the openings. 
Even when grain wasn't being 
unloaded there was always dust in the 
air. 

"On an aside with this area, once 
the Warren Ave. bridge was closed, 
sailors oftener left their cars parked alongside the avenue and once 
in a while the car was parked within the clearance for the RR. 
Small cars we could sometime move, but on occasion had to call 
the police to have a tow truck do the job. Most of the officers hated 
to do this knowing who owned the auto. 

"When the circus was in town, the animal cages were stored 
alongside the UF track between the Industrial Bldg. and the REX 
building. The rest of the train was stored in Yd 19 along Rutherford 
Ave. Gave us a chance to see the animals up close, but not that 
close." BW 

" The part about the Bonded warehouse was EXTREMELY 
interesting! Thanks so much for sharing that with us Bob. That 
stuff would be forever lost without guys like you. I wonder if the 
location of Federal Distillers over near Lechmere was so due to 
the proximity of said facility?" JAR 

" Speaking of the circus...I seem to recall that some of the 
animals were housed within the confines of the Industrial Building 

and that the smell permeated the elevator shafts so that the aroma 
reached all floors of the building. (I worked on the 10th floor 
from 1947-1952)." DS 

" As you might know or not know, trk 1 of the station was used 
exclusively for loading mail and REX cars, the first pass, track 
was trk 2 and the last one was trk 23. Not bad for a single railroad 
compared to the guys across town - and yes, during the heyday of 
the B&M's commuter and long distance trains, all those tracks 
were used. 

"During the summer National Guard events at Camp Drum in 
NY, tracks 21,22, and 23 were used to load the NG in the waiting 
Pullmans - yes, they rode in style. Coming back, the road engines 

North Station 
Coal Receiving Plant 

were typically cut off just before the Fitchburg Main crossed under 
Prison Point Bridge. A No. Station yard crew would then shove 
the train to it's resting point in the station. The cars could be 
occupied till 8A or when ever those in charge would roust them 
out of their slumbers. 

"The same maneuver, slightly different was done with the GULL. 
After the train had been unloaded of coach passengers and the 
baggage cars emptied, the train would then be pulled clear across 
the draw so that the road engines could go to the BET. Then the 
train was shoved back onto the track so the Pullman passengers 
could remain in their slumbers till 8A." BW 

BM_RR@yahoogroups. com 
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The following two stories appeared in the North Adams Transcript 
and are reprinted by permission. - ed 

North County — A Railway Perspective 
Hair-raising tales of near-misses abound 

By Gail M. Burns 
The first train arrived in North Adams from Pittsfield on Oct. 6, 

1846, and almost immediately the pages of this newspaper were 
filled with accounts of train wrecks and derailments, as well as 
other accidents during construction and maintenance work on the 
rails and the Hoosac Tunnel. Tragically, many of these resulted in 
loss of life, but over the years some entertaining, though hair-
raising, near-misses have been chronicled. 

The following charming adventure comes from the pages of this 
newspaper, circa 1909, (the exact date and page are unknown), 
courtesy of Paul W. Marino. 

"Ruth, the five-year-old daughter of Charles G. Walker of 
Bennington, Vt. had on Monday a remarkable escape from death 
by falling from the platform of a south bound train which was 
running forty miles an hour. 

"Mr. Walker, with his two children, Ruth and Ina, reached the 
station just as the train was starting. The father placed Ruth on the 
platform of the first car and turned for the other child. Before he 
could pick her up the train was moving too fast for him'to board it. 
Little Ruth was sitting on the front platform, where she managed 
to remain for about three miles, holding her two small bundles and 
an umbrella. 

"She raised the umbrella to prevent her hat from blowing away, 
and the strong current of air under the umbrella carried it, with the 
child clinging to it, off the train. She landed in a sand cut, uninjured. 
The fireman, who was looking back, saw someone leave the train. 
The train was stopped and run back until the child was reached. 
She was trudging along the track. One of the passengers recognized 
the child and took her home." 

The railroad came to Pownal, Vt., in 1859, as the route from 
North Adams to Troy, N.Y., was constructed in anticipation of the 
completion of the Hoosac Tunnel. According to Joseph Parks, in 
his book "Pownal: A Vermont Town's Two Hundred Years and 
More," on March 1, 1915, Pownal village was the scene of a 
remarkable railroad accident. 

"It happened about 6:30 a.m. when the stationmaster had gone 
home for breakfast and nobody was in the station. A double-header 
freight train of 35 cars was going through at 40 miles an hour. 
Perhaps a wheel flange broke off or a break beam dropped down. 
Suddenly, four freight cars were traveling more-or-less sideways 
down the track. The ends of the cars nearest the station caught it. 
The roof went up and the walls came down as kindling wood. 
Continuing, the cars did the same for the freight depot. No human 
was hurt. Just one hen was killed in Mrs. Myers' henhouse nearby." 

From the 1960s, when the Baby Boomers reached their 
rambunctious teens and created a sub-culture where rebellion was 
the norm, comes this story from "A Pinprick of Light" by Carl R. 
Byron: "In 1968, a couple of Marlboro College students did not 
let a little thing like a 5,000-ton freight train bother them on a dare. 
Bouncing their car over the track, they entered [the Hoosac 
Tunnel's] west portal on the access roadway, which more or less 
covers the area where the former westbound track had been located 
until 1957. This partially level way is adequate for swing loaders, 

trucks, and other heavy equipment, but is not meant to 
accommodate passenger cars! 

"The young adventurers gave it quite a try, and they successfully 
negotiated nearly the entire tunnel. They finally got stuck only 
300 yards from the east portal. While trying to dig themselves out, 
they noticed a growing light at their backs then a rumble then The 
locomotives shoved the car about 10 feet, enough to require a 
railroad swing loader to extract it from the mud and rocks. The 
state police were called in, and they arrested the students on 
trespassing charges. One must suspect, however, that any fear the 
officers instilled in their charges was minor compared to what the 
young men felt as that headlight drew ever closer in the dark 
tunnel." 

In 1987, this reporter was witness to a dramatic accident, recorded 
here for the first time, at the eastern portal of the Hoosac Tunnel in 
which disaster was narrowly averted. 

A young woman was driving toward the on-grade crossing at 
the portal while receiving her first driving lesson from her father. 
Unfortunately, the car got hung up on the tracks as she attempted 
to cross, at the same time that the rumble and distant light of an 
approaching eastbound train appeared in the tunnel. The young 
woman and her father got out of the car before the train hit it, but 
the vehicle was thrown several yards by the impact, landing 
perilously close to the large propane tanks near the tracks. The 
locomotive of the train was more than a quarter of a mile down the 
tracks by the time the crew was able to bring it to a complete stop 
following their first glimpse of the car on the tracks as they emerged 
from the tunnel. 

These tales make exciting reading on a summer's afternoon, but 
they also carry with them serious lessons about the dangers inherent 
in human interaction with trains, railroads, and railroading 
equipment. It is best to stay safely ensconced with these stories 
from the past than to venture into the dangerous territory around 
the train tracks and the Hoosac Tunnel to experience such thrills 
first hand. 

The majority of these stories do not have a punch line 
or a happy ending. The Hoosac Tunnel is not called the Bloody 
Pit for nothing! 

Nitroglycerin pioneered modern-day tunnel 
drilling 

By Gail M. Burns 
The Hoosac Tunnel was the first major tunneling work in the 

United States — literally the fountainhead of modern rock-
tunneling technology. 

Two million tons of rock were carved out of the Hoosac Range 
to build the tunnel. The work was begun using methods of tunneling 
almost unchanged during the previous centuries, and was completed 
20 years later by techniques which were, for the day, almost totally 
mechanized. The basic pattern of tunneling — using pneumatic 
rock drills and efficient explosives — remains practically 
unchanged today. 

In 1853, work began from both ends of the tunnel and required 
excavating the 24-foot diameter hole using hand-drilling and black 
powder blasting. After 10 years, only 20 percent of the tunnel was 
dug. 

Nitro continued on pg. 7 
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Nitro continued from pg. 6 

Over the course of its construction, virtually every kind of tunnel 
digging device was used to bore through the Hoosac Mountain — 
and virtually every kind of mistake was made. The tunnel, 
nicknamed "The Great Bore," was the "Big Dig" of its day, 
generating huge cost over-runs and vicious debates in the state 
legislature. 

The search was on for faster ways to complete the tunnel. Safety 
was a secondary concern. Nearly 200 people lost their lives during 
the construction of the tunnel, many blown to pieces by 
nitroglycerin. 

Nitroglycerin, a chemical explosive, was first prepared in 1846 
by the Italian chemist Ascanio Sobrero. It was a powerful explosive, 
but it was so volatile in its liquid form that it could not be handled 
with any degree of safety. 

In 1862 Swedish Physicist Alfred Nobel built a small factory to 
manufacture nitroglycerin, and began work to find a safe way to 
control the explosive's detonation. By 1865, Nobel had invented 
the blasting cap — a small metal cap containing a charge of mercury 
fulminate that can be exploded by either shock or moderate heat. 

In 1867, the new creation was imported to North Adams by 
Professor George M. Mowbray, who built a laboratory, known as 
the "Acid House," and who had a home near the West Shaft, and 
put to use on the Hoosac Tunnel. . 

The liquid nitroglycerin created by Mowbray remained difficult 
to transport and extremely dangerous to handle. Mowbray 
subscribed to the common notion that nitroglycerin was most stable 
at 90 degrees Fahrenheit. Various legends claim that the discovery 
that the explosive could be transported safely in its frozen, solid 
form was made right here in the town of Florida, but the stories 
vary wildly. 

In "A Pinprick of Light" Carl R. Bryon records the following 
version: 

"One bitterly cold day, Chief Engineer WP. Granger started up 
Hoosac [Mountain] with a load of carefully warmed explosive-
filled cartridges destined for the ice-blocked Deerfield Dam. After 
several hours of travel, Granger finally reached the eastern side of 
the mountain and began the steep descent to the East End [the 
Hoosac Tunnel section of Florida, at the Eastern Portal]. Suddenly 
the sleigh skidded over a snowbank. Granger jumped, convinced 
that his six-month tenure as chief engineer was about to have an 
explosive ending! Feeling no explosion, he gingerly crawled out 
of the snowbank, brushed himself off, and found that the tri-
nitroglycerin was frozen solid. Granger then continued to East End 
with the cartridges stuffed in snow between his feet, and he found 
that even exploders would not detonate the rock-hard explosive. 
From then on, the tri-nitroglycerin was always moved or stored 
frozen under ice." 

A far more colorful, though undoubtedly false, version is found 
in "The Berkshire Hills," a 1939 publication produced by the 
Federal Writers Project. 

"There was no known way to carry the 'soup,' as it was called, 
from place to place without danger of an explosion. It was said to 
be so sensitive that the scraping of a fiddle was enough to set it off. 
People thought that it would blow up immediately if allowed to 
freeze. It took 'Hell,' so the story goes, to solve Professor 
Mowbray's problem. 

"Helton Swazey was the professor's assistant. When 'Hell' was 
sober he was a mild young man, but when he got drunk, as often 
happened, he was a demon. One night, as he was helping the 
professor close up shop, a hurry call came through from the east 
portal at Florida for some nitroglycerin. Swazey was taking his 
girl to a dance over that way, and he agree to deliver the quart cans 
of 'soup.' 

'"You'd best not tell the young lady about it! She mightn't like 
it,' the professor warned, 'Not that there's any danger. We'll wrap 
the stuff in flannel and blankets, with a hot water bottle to keep it 
from freezing.' 

"The night was bitter cold, and on the way Swazey often found 
it necessary to fortify himself from his liquor jug. Then the girl 
began to complain that she was freezing. When he obligingly pulled 
up the horse and fetched blankets and a hot water bottle, the girl 
thought him remarkably considerate. She was unaware that in the 
back of the sleigh there rode cans of nitroglycerin, uncovered now 
in the zero air. 

"At the hall, the party was in full swing. 'Hell' and his girl hurried 
to join the dancers. Meanwhile, the sleigh stood outside, the horse 
shivering under blankets. Before long Swazey began to feel his 
liquor and became so obnoxious that the crowd pitched him out 
into a snowdrift to cool off. It was then that he remembered the 
packages in the sleigh. With an armful of cans he returned to the 
hall and faced his tormentors. Tunnel workers all, they knew 
nitroglycerin when they saw it. There was a stampede. As the door 
slammed on the last of the fleeing crowd, 'Hell' broke loose! Crash! 
One of the cans hit the dance hall door. Another bounced off the 
red-hot stove. Chattering with rage, 'Hell' hurled the nitroglycerin 
at various targets. At last his ammunition was exhausted, and he 
planked himself down beside the stove to sleep. 

"The word spread that Helton Swazey, dead drunk, was sound 
asleep among cans of frozen nitroglycerin which hadn't yet blown 
him up. At daylight Professor Mowbray appeared in the doorway. 
All around were evidences of the barrage. The professor was 
delighted. Obviously, the way to transport nitroglycerin was to 
freeze it. What could he do to show 'Hell' his appreciation? Ah, 
yes, of course. He could buy him a drink!" 

Delightful as this story is (was there ever really a "Hell" 
Swazey?), it cannot be true because solid nitroglycerin is actually 
more shock-sensitive than liquid. The liquid is more volatile — it 
is impossible to predict when it will explode — but in its solid 
form, nitroglycerin would surely have detonated when hurled full-
force against a cast iron stove. 

No matter how the discovery was made, and even if it wasn't 
made here in Northern Berkshire County, many lives were saved 
and work on the tunnel progressed more quickly and safely than 
ever before. Mowbray froze the nitroglycerin for transportation at 
his factory, using a process — interestingly enough — using salt 
and ice that is similar to making ice cream. 
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The following came from our favorite 'delayer' — Alden Dreyer, 
adding to the North Adams Transcript stories. 

Those of you who read the North Adams Transcript ... on the 
website undoubtably found the attempt to drive an automobile thru 
the Hoosac Tunnel of interest. 

To the best of my knowledge, there was only one Marlboro 
College student and his name was Freddy — A n d not the brightest 
bulb in the group. 

He had a big tank of a car and the amazing thing was he just 
drove down the track from West Portal and made it all the way 
except for the last 100 meters or so. If you are familiar with that 
section, ice work and the wreck of February 1968 made that part 
rather treacherous. 

Fred abandoned the car, probably long before he saw a headlite, 
and headed up River Road., or possibly down River Road. This 
event occured in late fall as I recall after some 35 years, and Freddy 
had the smarts to leave the headlites on. MB-4 came over the Hump 
and saw two very strange red lites in an unually clear Tunnel as we 
usually kept the fans on 24/7 this time of year, and had the train 
under complete control and stopped well short of the motor vehicle. 

I was the West End DS and got a telephone call from MB-4 that 
there was a car on the track INSIDE the Tunnel at East Portal. The 
chief called a tow truck and the state police and within 45 minutes 
or so we had a railroad back in business. Only later did I learn that 
it was Fred. 

You see, I knew Fred rather well. The idiot! But kept my mouth 
shut on this event until now. 

No wonder the Super had no use for college educated people! 

Railroading as it used to be! 
Track 14, yard 8 
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